


more than words



spatial design & installation planning more than words

More Than Words is an installation based project 
that uses immersive tech to explore the concept  of 
Islamophobia in British Journalism; print and online. 

First draft of the installation layout that was used to pitch the concept (left). 
Final render of the installation layout in DINA Venue’s basement space (right).



supporting materials more than words

Printed hand out that explained the installation in detail and people could  
take away with them, printed with the risograph machine (left). 

One of the many AR posters used to help people wayfind through 
the installation (centre). 

Islamophobic headlines, spanning over a decade (2005-2018),  
printed on newsprint, hung right at the beginning of  the  
installation (right).



realisations more than words

The installation aimed to start a conversation 
about the biases and the reaction captured 
during the event shows that More Than  
Words succeeded in doing that. There was  
also an article written by journalism student, 
Amy Varley, that summarizes the installation 
and it’s intent. 
People reacting to the Facial Recognition Tech that would 
give out a keyword most commonly linked to Islam when it 
detects a face (top).  
 
Reflections people wrote after, talking about their 
experiences and how they felt going through the  
installation (bottom). 

https://amyvarleyportfolio.wixsite.com/home/copy-of-women-s-footy-abuse-story
https://amyvarleyportfolio.wixsite.com/home/copy-of-women-s-footy-abuse-story


byte

W O R K  I N  P R O G R E S S

Food is a universal experience that has 
the power of bringing people together, 
especially when sharing that experience. 
“Byte” is a collaborative group  project 
that focuses on people’s relationship  
with food and memory and aims to 
visually capture the essence of  
those memories.



byteplanning & hosting a workshop

Pictures taken during the “Food For Your Thought” workshop that was in collaboration with Make Meet Mess (creative networking event). 



bytemoving image
The outcome of some of the memories will be a short clip that will be accompanied by a publication which includes all the materials collected during the workshop.

https://youtube.com/shorts/3RYfKX43I1c?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/k7PALctBT74


greggs x zkunk



greggs x zkunk

Greggs x Zkunk is a collaborative effort to rebrand 
the Greggs merch launched by Primark. It aims to 
show that creativity doesn’t have to be sacrificed in 
order to make something fun and affordable. 



in the world exhibition



in the world exhibition

In The World Exhibition was a collaborative 
group project that celebrated the mid year 
progress of  3rd Year Graphic Design 
 students from Sheffield Hallam  
University. 
There were printed publications, with 4 different collage 
variations printed on the back, that people were allowed  
to take away with them. 
 
The exhibition also had a projection feature that displayed 
everyones work on various surfaces.



beyond the obvious 2



print & publication identity beyond the obvious 2

Beyond the Obvious 2 is a publication that was designed for 
Yorkshire and Humber Visual Arts Network. It highlights 
lived experiences, through  art and wrtiting, showing a sector 
snapshot of a  diverse set of creatives operating in the region.  

Sheffield Hallam University will evaluate this  sector snapshot 
in an effort to adress the challenges of decolonising the 
university  curriculum.  

Digital version of the whole publication.

https://www.yvan.org.uk/projects/beyond-the-obvious-2-launch


launch beyond the obvious 2

Each spread from the publication was printed in A0 size and displayed through out the 
Cafe Gallery in the Sheffield Institute of Arts (Head Post Office) where the publication 
was launched.




